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a b s t r a c t 

Distribution mismatch between the modeling data and the query data is a known domain 

adaptation issue in machine learning. To this end, in this paper, we propose a l 2,1 -norm 

based discriminative robust kernel transfer learning (DKTL) method for high-level recog- 

nition tasks. The key idea is to realize robust domain transfer by simultaneously integrat- 

ing domain-class-consistency (DCC) metric based discriminative subspace learning, kernel 

learning in reproduced kernel Hilbert space, and representation learning between source 

and target domain. The DCC metric includes two properties: domain-consistency used to 

measure the between-domain distribution discrepancy and class-consistency used to mea- 

sure the within-domain class separability. The essential objective of the proposed trans- 

fer learning method is to maximize the DCC metric, which is equivalently to minimize 

the domain-class-inconsistency (DCIC), such that domain distribution mismatch and class 

inseparability are well formulated and unified simultaneously. The merits of the proposed 

method include (1) the robust sparse coding selects a few valuable source data with noises 

(outliers) removed during knowledge transfer, and (2) the proposed DCC metric can pur- 

sue more discriminative subspaces of different domains. As a result, the maximum class- 

separability is also well guaranteed. Extensive experiments on a number of visual datasets 

demonstrate the superiority of the proposed method over other state-of-the-art domain 

adaptation and transfer learning methods. 

© 2017 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved. 

1. Introduction 

One basic assumption of machine learning is that the training data and testing data should hold similar probability dis- 

tribution, i.e. independent identical distribution ( i.i.d ) which shares the same feature subspace. However, in many real ap- 

plications, machine learning faces with the dilemma of insufficient labeled data. For learning a robust classification model, 

researchers have to “borrow” more data from other domains for training. One problem of the borrowed data is that the 

distribution mismatch between source domain and target domain violates the basic assumption of machine learning. Specif- 

ically, domain mismatch often results from a variety of visual cues or abrupt feature changes, such as camera viewpoint, 

resolution (e.g. image sensor from webcam to DSLR), illumination conditions, color correction, poses ( e.g . faces with differ- 

ent angles), and background, etc. Physically, such distribution mismatch or domain shift is common knowledge in vision 
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Fig. 1. Examples of object images from 4 sources: Amazon (1st row), DSLR (2nd row), Webcam (3rd row) and Caltech (4th row). 

problems. With this violation, significant performance degradation is suffered in classification [2] . For example, given a typ- 

ical object recognition scenario in computer vision, users often recognize a given query object captured by a mobile phone 

via a well-trained model using the labeled training data from an existing object dataset, such as Caltech 256 [14] or web 

images. However, these training data may be sampled under different ambient visual cues from the query image. As a re- 

sult, a failure will be encountered during users’ testing process. Some example images of objects from different domains are 

shown in Fig. 1 , which explicitly shows the domain shifts/bias. 

In order to deal with such domain distribution mismatch issues, transfer learning and domain adaptation based meth- 

ods have been emerged [4,13,16,20,32,33,40,41,42] , which can be generally divided into two categories: classifier-based and 

feature-based. Specifically, the classifier based methods advocate learning a transfer classifier on the source data, by lever- 

aging a few labeled data from the target domain simultaneously [1,4,5,6,40,42] . The “borrowed” target data implies the role 

of regularization, which can trade-off the decision boundary, such that the learned decision function (e.g. SVM) is posed 

the transfer capability and can be used for classification of domains with bias. The idea of classifier based techniques is 

straightforward and easy to understand, however, during the decision boundary determination, a number of labeled data 

are necessary, which may increase the cost of data labeling. Essentially, the classifier based methods attempt to learn a gen- 

eralized decision function without mining the intrinsic visual drifting mechanism, thus they cannot solve the distribution 

mismatch fundamentally. 

Further, the feature based representation and transformation methods [9,12,13,43,44] aim at aligning the domain shift 

by adapting features from the source domain to target domain without training classifiers. Although these methods have 

been proven to be effective for domain adaptation, two issues still exist. First, for representation based adaptation, the 

noise and outliers from source data may also be transferred to target data due to overfitting of naïve transformation, which 

leads to significantly distorted and corrupted data structure. Second, the learned subspace is suboptimal, due to the fact 

that the subspace and the representation (e.g. global low-rank, local sparse coding etc.) are learned independently, which 

limits the transfer ability. Third, nonlinear transfer often happens in real application, and cannot be effectively interpreted 

by using linear reconstruction. Therefore, subspace learning and kernel learning that help most to representation transfer 

and nonlinear transfer should be conducted and integrated simultaneously. 

Additionally, Long, et al. [24,25] proposed class-wise adaptation regularization method (ARTL) which learns an adaptive 

classifier by jointly optimizing the structural risk and distribution matching between both marginal and conditional distri- 

bution for transfer learning. Considering the labeling cost of target domain, unsupervised domain adaptation methods have 

been proposed [11,26] . By leveraging the strong learning capability of deep learning, with the convolution neural network 

(CNN) and maximum mean discrepancy (MMD) criteria, deep transfer learning methods such as residual transfer network 

(RTN) [27] , deep adaptation network (DAN) [28,29] , and joint CNN model [37,38] have also been proposed. Deep transfer 

learning depends on pre-trained knowledge network on a larger dataset (e.g. ImageNet), so that the transfer performance is 

greatly improved. In this paper, the proposed method is essentially a shallow transfer learning model, therefore, for com- 

paring with deep transfer models, the CNN based deep features (e.g. DeCAF) are exploited in this paper. 

As described in Fig. 2 , in this paper, we propose a novel model which targets at learning a discriminative subspace P by 

using a newly proposed domain-class-consistency metric, a reproduced kernel Hilbert space, and a l 2,1 -norm constrained rep- 

resentation. This work is an extension of the IJCNN conference paper [45] , by adding more detailed algorithmic deduction 

and discussion throughout the paper, conducting new experiments on benchmark datasets, introducing parameter sensi- 

tive analysis, empirical comparison of computational time, and comparing with more deep transfer learning methods. The 

proposed method has three merits: 

(1) It can learn a discriminative subspace for each domain and guarantee the maximum separability of different classes 

(i.e. c 1 , c 2 , c 3 .) within the same domain. In the model, we formulate to maximize the inter-class distance within the 

same domain, such that the inter-class difference within a domain can cover the between-domain discrepancy. In 
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